AN ACCURATE GAGE

THE announcement that the Tech Biology Association annual drive for funds will start at the institute tomorrow was probably not unexpected by the many students who are cognizant of the work of the Association.

The number of men who have benefited from the work of the Association is large, in fact there is hardly a man at the Institute who has not called at the T. C. A. office at Walker, and on leaving felt a sense of personal gain. This year's drive will be more of a financial help in the way of a job for the student who may be obtaining good rooming quarters, or any other work that will be disposed of by the T. C. A. please its entire organization at the disposal of the student.

And since the service is gratis, the financial motive for the organization's support is found other than directly from the benefit. The T. C. A. promise to accept pay for the work, but it does ask that the man who has seen the desirability of the continuance of its service make this possible by voluntary contribution.

It is hoped that the results of the drive will be satisfactory, for they will not only assure the service that the T. C. A. will be able to render in the future, but will also serve as an accurate gage of the value placed upon the Association by the entire student body.


IN the good old days, not so very long ago, the T. C. A. would not spend more than an hour in sitting on the ground listening to the learned gentlemen addressing them. Most of their education was received while walking across the campus and down the paths under the stately trees of the school.

In recent times history tells us Castro studied and wrote on the march. Even in the occulted Bard Age the monasteries, wherein most of the learning of the time was found, had their long corridors and walks, for the months to pass along in hours at a time.

But in our modern state of civilization, somewhat the student class seem to be losing their precious inheritance of power and desire to walk. Many times we have known institute men to walk two or three for a street or to merely ride across the bridge. How few students are seen strolling anyhow in a lunch hour in walking along the river.

There is hardly another form of physical exercise that the Institute has that is so much good for a mental cautious walking as walking does. It brings into play practically all one's muscles, and yet leaves one's eye and breath free to see what is going on about us.

In and about the Institute grounds in the immediate vicinity of places well worth a Saturday or Sunday afternoon trip. There are places of historic interest, the acres of woodland in the Blue Hills; Acadia, with its great collection of plant life; Castle Island, with its maritime views: the Metropolitan T. C. A. places its entire organization at the disposal of the student.

And since the service is gratis, the financial motive for the organization's support is found other than directly from the benefit. The T. C. A. promise to accept pay for the work, but it does ask that the man who has seen the desirability of the continuance of its service make this possible by voluntary contribution.

It is hoped that the results of the drive will be satisfactory, for they will not only assure the service that the T. C. A. will be able to render in the future, but will also serve as an accurate gage of the value placed upon the Association by the entire student body.

THE TECH

Choral Society's First Rehearsal Held Monday
C. A. Brantingham and Professor Pearson Speak

With about 60 men present, the second and first rehearsal of the Choral Society was held Monday evening in room 4-340. Mr. Townsend, in a short talk, spoke on the nature of the work of church singing. Professor H. E. Turner, of the Department of English and History at the Institute, and C. C. Kneen, Editor of the Student, also spoke. The Choral Society has been rehearsing under the management of the Musical Club.

The Choral Society will aim to present such songs as are new to the student body. All interested are invited to attend in room 310, Walker Memorial.
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